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Abstract
Using data from 1946–2014, I show that audio features of lawyers’ introductory
statements and lawyers’ facial attributes improve the performance of the best prediction
models of Supreme Court outcomes. I infer face attributes using the MIT-CBCL humanlabeled face database and infer voice attributes using a 15-year sample of human-labeled
Supreme Court advocate voices. I find that image features improved prediction of case
outcomes from 64% to 69%, audio features improved prediction of case outcomes from
67% to 69%, and image and audio features together improved prediction of case outcomes
from 64% to 67%. Lawyer traits receive approximately half the weight of the most
important feature from the models without image or audio features. When it comes to
predicting Justice votes as opposed to Supreme Court outcomes, image and audio features
did not improve upon baseline models. This difference is consistent with human biases
being more relevant in close cases.
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Introduction
The emphasis on fit as a hiring criterion has raised the specter of a new form of subtle
discrimination. Under complete markets, correlations between malleable characteristics
and outcomes should not persist. Yet, using data on 1,901 U.S. Supreme Court oral
arguments between 1998 and 2012, voice-based snap judgments based on lawyers'
identical introductory sentences, “Mr. Chief Justice, (and) may it please the Court?”,
predict court outcomes (Chen, et al. 2016, 2017). Understanding the causes (and
consequences) of major court rulings has long been a topic of interest to social scientists
and legal scholars (e.g., Rosenberg 1991).2 At the same time, whether non-relevant factors
such human voice or physical appearance predicts outcomes in high-stakes settings, as
opposed to laboratory settings, has been the subject of much debate among scientists and
psychologists (e.g., Todorov, et al. 2005). I bring these two concerns together in this
paper.
A large body of work examines how people speak – their vowels, pitch, diction, and
intonation – but there is relatively little evidence that speech variation beyond lexical
choices (fluctuations in the way one speaks holding the words fixed) matters in real-world
behavior, and this is where our paper comes in. Are vocal cues – and for that matter,
visual cues – relevant in high-stakes policy-making settings such as the U.S. Supreme
Court?
There are many reasons why physical impressions should not matter. From a rational
perspective, information should override first impressions. From an ideological perspective,
court outcomes are largely political and predetermined outcomes. From a legal
perspective, legal decisions should be based on the legal content of the argument. From an
economic perspective, correlations between malleable characteristics and outcomes should
not persist as law firms and advocates adjust to eliminate such correlations.3

Malleability of moral reasoning by judges has been documented in U.S. federal circuit judges (Ash, et al.
2016; Berdejo, et al. 2013; Chen, et al. 2017; Chen 2017), federal district judges (Chen 2017; Chen, et al.
2017), immigration judges (Chen, et al. 2016), sentencing judges (Chen 2017; Chen, et al. 2017), and
military judges (Chen 2013). Some of these findings can be attributed to snap judgments or early
predictability of judicial decisions based on race or nationality (Chen, et al. 2017; 2017).
3
There are also a variety of institutional factors that can affect decisions on what individuals think is the
fair and just (Chen et al. 2016; Shaw et al. 2011). Outside the lab, the malleability of injunctive norms to
formal institutions such as the law (Chen et al. 2014; Chen et al. 2014; Chen et al. 2014) or markets (Chen
2015; Chen et al. 2014; Chen 2011) is suggestive of the impact of broader historical shifts in human rights
(Chen 2004), sexual harassment (Chen et al. 2011), and free speech (Chen 2014).
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I also build on a literature using limited samples of Supreme Court oral arguments that
finds, for example, Supreme Court outcomes are correlated with authors’ coding of
emotional arousal in the behavior of Justices, lawyers, and their voices (Schubert, et al.
1992), are correlated with the number of questions asked by Justices (Epstein, et al.
2010), and are correlated with measurements of the emotional content of questions using
linguistic dictionaries (Black, et al. 2011). These studies tend to have limited sets of
covariates and employ linear regression models.4
Datasets
My Supreme Court data relies on case and court features for the 1946–2014 period. The
data includes seven types of features: a) Justice and Court Background Information (e.g.,
Justice year of birth), b) Case Information (e.g., Legal Issue), c) Overall Historic Supreme
Court Trends (e.g., Ideological Direction), d) Lower Court Trends (e.g., Circuit Court
Ideological Trend), e) Current Supreme Court Trends (e.g., Mean Agreement Level of
Current Court), f) Individual Supreme Court Justice Trends (e.g., Mean Justice
Ideological Direction), and g) Differences in Trends (e.g., Difference Between Justice and
Circuit Court Directions). My goal was to predict Supreme Court Justice votes and
Supreme Court case outcomes. My data comes from Katz et al. (2014).
My labeled face data comprise 2,222 face images with ratings for 40 traits (e.g.,
confidence) from Bainbridge, et al. (2013). Each face was rated by 15 raters. I obtained
roughly 1,000 faces of Supreme Court advocates representing 70% of the advocates who
appeared before the Supreme Court over the 1971–2014 period.
My labeled voice data comprise 1,913 Supreme Court advocate audio clips from 1998–
2012 with ratings for voice characteristics (confidence, masculinity, trust, intelligence,
attractiveness and aggressiveness). Each audio clip was rated by approximately 20
Mechanical Turk workers, and a total of 20,888 ratings are available in this database. The
data comes from Chen et al. (2016). I also have 14,932 unrated audio clips of Supreme
Court advocates from 1946–1997 and 2013–2014.
All audio clips involve the lawyers’ opening statements. These are identical sentences,
“Mr. Chief Justice, (and) May It Please the Court”, which means my analysis focuses on
the way the advocate speaks while holding fixed the words they use.
Baseline Model and Performance Evaluation
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Their data are also not publicly available at the time of this writing.

My models build off of Katz, Martin and Bommarito’s Supreme Court decision prediction
model, available on Github.5 Note that the October 2015 model available on their Github
repository differs somewhat from the model described in their 2014 working paper. The
data involved in both the models are the same, however, the 2014 model preprocessed6 the
data and tuned hyperparameters7, while the 2015 model used a “growing ensemble”
technique.8
Katz et. al. obtained the target labels from the Supreme Court Database (Epstein et. al),
which codes for three possible outcomes:
1. 1: the justice reversed or the outcome in the lowercourt was overturned.
2. 0: the justice affirmed or the outcome in the lower court was upheld.
3. -1: the justice outcome was unable to be determined.
I removed the cases labeled as -1 to reduce the problem to a binary classification problem
because it was my intuition that this was noise and predicting noise does not make much
sense. Just by removing these labels and using the baseline model configuration, the
justice-wise accuracy rose from 0.656 to 0.682 and the case-wise accuracy from 0.679 to
0.689. In all comparisons that follow (i.e., adding audio and image features), I focus on the
binary classification problem for this reason.
Since the usual grid search with stratified split may be inappropriate because of the timedimension of my data, I modified the baseline model with a custom time-series cross
https://github.com/mjbommar/scotus-predict
The original model scaled the features to have zero mean and unit variance. Then the most significant
percentile features were selected on the basis of the ANOVA score. Then they trained an
ExtraTreesClassifier on the preprocessed features.
7
For hyperparameter tuning, the original model performed a grid search on the following hyperparameters:
a) features selected in the preprocessing step, b) number of estimators of the extra trees classifier, c)
minimum number of samples required in each leaf of the extra trees classifier, d) maximum depth of each
tree of the extra trees classifier, and e) a subset of candidate features selected in each node of the tree. It
used a 10-fold cross-validation strategy that preserves the percentage of classes in every split. The score
used to identify the best hyperparameter on the test split was the F-score.
8
A schematic of their code is as follows: Using as inputs–the minimum training period, minimum
estimators,
and
trees
per
term–then
a)
Initialize
train_period=min_train_years
and
estimators=min_estimators, b) Train the sklearn model on the data corresponding to the train_period, c)
Predict on the year “train_period + 1”, d) Increment “train_period” by 1 and estimators by
“trees_per_term”, and e) Repeat from 2, until the training period covers the last but one year. It is then
trivial to calculate the mean accuracy score because I have the true and predicted values. All models set the
training period to 5 years.
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validation approach.9 I searched randomly across parameters, and for every parameter
sampled, I chose the parameter that gave the best mean accuracy across all years. I
searched on maximum depth to which every tree is grown, number of features selected at
every split, minimum number of samples in a leaf, and minimum number of samples in
each node for it to be considered a split node. I sampled 30 random combinations of the
parameters and found the best justice-wise and case-wise accuracy to be 0.674 and 0.666
respectively.10
Katz et al.’s model uses a large number of judge and case characteristic features, as well
as court trend and lower court trend features. However, their model does not include
advocate audio or image-based features. In the next sections, I describe how I generated
audio and image-based features, and I demonstrate their effect on model performance.
It is important to note that as I add features to the model, I draw comparisons between
the baseline model accuracy and the model incorporating the new features. In order to
make the comparison apples-to-apples, I limit the data used to train the baseline model to
the same cases where the new feature (image or audio) data is available. For instance, if I
are comparing the model incorporating image features to the baseline model, I train the
baseline model only on the cases where I have image ratings. It is for this reason that the
baseline model accuracy varies in my model comparisons.
Features and Feature Engineering
Given the nature of the human face and voice, one design choice I encountered was
whether to employ the underlying raw data on faces and voices or to use factors, such as
trait features (for audio ratings from 1998–2012) or predicted trait features (for faces from
1971–2014 and for audio clips from 1946–1997 and 2013–2014). I chose to rely on
predicted trait features rather than the underlying eigenvectors as features. This approach
is commonly used in macroeconomic forecasting that relies on principal components or
factor analysis. The underlying factor driving multiple economic indicators (eigenvectors)
is believed to have continuous distribution. Moreover, since eigenvectors underlying
common trait characteristics are likely to be highly correlated, a sparse model like LASSO
is less appropriate. Both principal components analysis and regularization approaches aim
to reduce dimensionality. However, regularization is a type of supervised learning
This custom time-series cross-validation was inspired by a work-in-progress scikit-learn pull request. See
“Add TimeSeriesCV and HomogeneousTimeSeriesCV” 2016. Github. Accessed July 4 2016.
https://github.com/scikit-learn/scikit-learn/pull/6351.
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Since this randomized search approach decreased the case-wise and justice-wise accuracy in comparison to
the default configuration, I assumed that tuning the hyperparameters of the random forest do not perform
better than the default settings. Hence I use the default configuration throughout the rest of my analysis.
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(considering the relationship between the outcome and predictors), whereas principal
components analysis is a type of unsupervised learning (considering only the predictors),
so using (predicted) trait features is more appropriate for my research question.
Image Features:
I trained models to predict facial trait ratings (confidence, unfriendliness, etc.), and I used
those models to predict ratings for SCOTUS advocates. I then used the predicted ratings
for SCOTUS advocates as features in the SCOTUS decision prediction model.
The human-labeled database of 2,222 images of faces comes from the MIT CBCL
database.11 The labels are ratings on a 0-9 scale for 40 traits (e.g., confidence, happiness,
etc.). Motivated by Rojas, et. al. (2011), I performed the Histogram of Oriented Gradients
(HOG) method on the images. This had the effect of converting the image to a sketch of
the contours of the face. For every HOG-processed image, I vectorized the image’s pixel
matrix, converting it from a 100 x 128 matrix to a 1 x 12,800 vector. I took all the image
vectors, stacked them into a matrix of dimension (# of images) X (12,800), and performed
principal component analysis (PCA) on that matrix. I found that the top 100 principal
components provided an explained variance ratio of 65%.
Using the top 100 principal components for each image as the features in 40 ridge models
with inbuilt cross-validation (one for each trait), I built 40 trait rating prediction
models.12 I evaluated the 40 trait rating models and found that some have low mean
squared error (MSE) and fairly high R2. In fact, the HOG method substantially improved
the MSE and R2 of the ridge models. A full list of model statistics is available on request,
which includes a comparison of MSEs and R2s with and without HOG.
Next, I applied facial trait prediction models to attorney images. I collected images of
lawyers for about 70% of the lawyers appearing before the Supreme Court during the
1971–2014 period. Then, I used the OpenCV Python package to locate faces in the
images, and the Python Image Library to crop and resize the images to capture only the
face. I then applied HOG to the images, vectorized the pixel matrix for each image, and
performed PCA to transform the data into a matrix of image vectors. For each lawyer, I
applied the 40 models trained for the traits and generated 40 predicted trait ratings.

Image attribute data comes from the CBCL file, “psychology-attributes.txt”.
Because Bainbridge’s image rating data does not contain rater identifiers, I could not normalize each
rater’s ratings.
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Finally, because there can be multiple lawyers on the petitioner or the respondent side, I
averaged ratings for lawyers on each side.
Audio features:
Next, I used a database of 1,913 audio clips representing SCOTUS advocates’ opening
remarks during oral arguments.13 This data included clips in the 1998–2012 period, and,
for each clip, there are associated voice trait ratings from humans. The ratings were on a
1-7 scale. I first normalized each rater’s rating by subtracting their average rating and
dividing by the standard deviation of their ratings (i.e. z-score). I then aggregated the zscores corresponding to every lawyer thus giving me continuous voice trait ratings for
every lawyer. I then made the z-scores binary: if a z-score was positive, we replaced it
with 1, if it was negative I replaced it with -1.
Next, I processed every audio clip of lawyer’s opening statements from 1946–2014 into
fixed number of frames and I obtained the 13 Mel-frequency Cepstral Coefficients
(MFCC)14 for each of these frames. I vectorized the matrix of every audio clip, thus
obtaining vectors of length 13, times the number of frames, for every audio clip from
1946–2014.
I trained two types of models to predict traits for audio clips from 1946–1997 and 2013–
2014. The first type was trained prediction models using the continuous human rated
audio clip data for the period 1998–2012. But I abandoned this approach due to low R2
scores on test set. The second type was a trained random forest classifier model from the
data in the period 1998–2012 using the binary score. I found that the second type model
was successful at prediction and most accurate in predicting masculinity (65.79%) while
least accurate in predicting trustworthiness (56.02%).15 A full list of model stats is
available on request. Finally, I applied the voice trait prediction model to lawyer voices in
the period 1946–1997 and 2013–2014.
This data was collected in Chen, Halberstam, and Yu (2017).
Practical Cryptography "Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) tutorial". 2016.
practicalcryptography.com.
Accessed
July
4
2016.
Available
at
http://www.practicalcryptography.com/miscellaneous/machine-learning/guide-mel-frequencycepstralcoefficients-mfccs/. Lyons, James “Python Speech Features Repository". 2016. Github. Accessed July 4
2016. https://github.com/jameslyons/python_speech_features.
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The greater predictability in perceived masculinity is consistent with some results reported in Chen et. al.
2016, which plays the voice clips backwards and asks raters to rate the backward clips. Among the
perceptual questions, ratings for perceived masculinity were most strongly correlated for the forward and
backward clips.
13
14

These voice trait ratings were appended to the original data set. For the audio clips from
1998–2012, the binarized version of the originally obtained continuous z-score ratings were
appended and for audio clips from 1946–1997 and 2013–2014, the binary voice traits
predicted from the above mentioned model were appended.
Results
I find that image features improve the case-wise accuracy of the baseline model by 1.8
percentage points and decrease the justice-wise accuracy of the baseline model by 0.5
percentage points. Chen, et al. (2017) also report in a linear regression model that vocal
features predicted case outcomes but not judge votes, and this is interpreted as being due
to the swing voter being swayed by human biases in close cases. In brief, the vast
majority of judge votes are in easy cases, where extrajudicial factors may play a smaller
role. In hard cases, human biases could tip the swing vote, whose importance is magnified
when examining case outcomes.
The continuous voice trait features improve case-wise accuracy by 2 percentage points16
and decrease justice-wise accuracy by 0.6 percentage points over the 1998 to 2012 period
where I had human ratings. Because my continuous trait rating prediction model does not
have good predictive power, I do not predict continuous trait ratings or evaluate the
model over the 1955–1997 and 2013–2014 period. Instead, I evaluate the model with the
binary voice features, which improve case-wise accuracy by 1.1 percentage points and
decreases justice-wise accuracy by 0.1 percentage points over the whole 1946–2014 period.
When I include both continuous voice and continuous image ratings (from 1998– 2012), I
improve case-wise accuracy by 1 percentage point and improve the justice-wise accuracy
by 0.8 percentage points. When I include binary voice and continuous image ratings
(from 1980–2014), I improve case-wise accuracy by 0.9 percentage points and decrease
justice-wise accuracy by 0.4 percentage points.
I used random forest to select features.17 I observe that performance of the baseline model
drops with the naïve addition of features, but after executing the random forest model
again after feature selection, the predictive accuracy improves.
Because there can be multiple lawyers on the petitioner or the respondent side, I average ratings for
lawyers on each side.
17
I initialized the number of features to 30, incremented the feature number by 10, and set a feature limit of
200. A brief schematic is as follows: 1) Fit the random forest classifier on the data, 2) Extract the feature
16

Justice-wise outcomes
Baseline

Feature
Addition

Feature Addition
and Selection

Image

0.645

0.640

0.667

Voice traits (continuous)

0.649

0.643

0.653

Voice traits (binary)

0.649

0.648

0.645

Image + Voice traits (continuous)

0.649

0.657

0.667

Image + Voice traits (binary)

0.639

0.635

0.665

Feature(s) added

Case-wise outcomes
Baseline

Feature
Addition

Feature Addition
and Selection

Image

0.638

0.656

0.688

Voice traits (continuous)

0.668

0.688

0.687

Voice traits (binary)

0.634

0.645

0.644

Image + Voice traits (continuous)

0.669

0.679

0.693

Image + Voice traits (binary)

0.636

0.647

0.667

Feature(s) added

Feature Weights
The following charts show the feature weights for the image, audio, and image + audio
features in their respective models. The blue bar with label “1” corresponds to the most

importance weights, 3) Select the top number of features (30), 4) Calculate the mean accuracy score, 5)
Increment the number of features and repeat until I hit the limit of 200.

important feature present in the model.18 Since this is a random forest model, the feature
charts do not speak to the directionality of the features’ effects. Thus, based only on this
feature importance analysis I cannot say whether having a sociable face is associated with
winning or losing.
Additionally, to address the question of whether my image features were really picking up
lawyer gender, I ran my image feature model with a gender variable. I coded male lawyers
as 1, and female lawyers as 0. I averaged the gender flags across lawyers on each side
(petitioner and respondent). Where I have no lawyer images for a side, I used the average
gender score (~0.89). I found that the average gender scores for petitioner and respondent
sides were not in the top 30 most important features, and including the gender variables
did not increase the accuracy of the model.

In the “only image features”, “image and audio features”, and “only audio features (classification)”
models,
the
most
important
feature
(shown
in
the
above
charts
as
“1”),
is
"justice_previous_lc_direction_diff" (the difference between the lower court disposition direction and the
justice’s previous direction). For the “only audio features (regression)” model, the most important feature is
"justice_cumulative_lc_direction_diff" (the difference between the lower court disposition direction and the
justice’s cumulative direction). Disposition direction is a measure of whether the decision of the court whose
decision the Supreme Court reviewed was itself liberal or conservative. Previous refers to previous Supreme
Court term and cumulative refers to all prior terms. As such, these two indicators are measurements related
to ideology, and in particular, the ideological differences between the Justice and the lower court opinion.
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Performance
After adding my image/audio features I performed a feature selection routine. The
following charts show the performance of the models varying the maximum number of
features selected.

1. When only image features are considered:

2. When only audio features (continuous ratings of voices from 1998–2012) are considered:

3. When only audio features (binary ratings of voices from 1946–2014) are considered:

4. When continuous voice ratings and image features are included (1998–2012):

5. When binary voice ratings and image features are included (1980–2014):

Discussion
Chen, et al. (2016, 2017) document in an econometric analysis that vocal features impact
court outcomes. This paper shows that the best predictive model of Supreme Court votes
improves with the addition of facial and voice characteristics of Supreme Court advocates.
The improvement appears robust for predicting Supreme Court case outcomes and
appears limited for predicting Supreme Court Justice votes, similar to the finding of Chen,
et al. (2017). One interpretation of this difference is that hard or close cases may be more
easily swayed by human biases. I also observed that due to the increase in the number of
important features and decrease in available training data after incorporating image and
audio features, a model that includes all the features can overfit, which I resolved by
applying feature selection. A surprising finding is that these advocate characteristics
received half as much in importance weight as the most important feature typically
attributed to political ideology. However, an open question is whether the advocate
characteristics are a signal of political ideology (Ash, et al. 2017).
An extension of my study can see if my predictive model improves when I count the
number of times that Justices interrupt the advocate. I might also focus on the quantity
or content of the interruption (features extracted from the text of the transcripts) or the
quality of the interruption (features extracted from audio of the justice’s interruption). I
might also consider using a richer characterization of the audio clips rather than MFCC.
Much richer audio characteristics of speech could be used to predict the trait with lesser
error percentage. In ongoing work, one of the authors is collecting ratings for the 1946–
1997 and 2013–2014 period and using these as inputs in a linear regression model, and
these inputs may also be used in a prediction model. The lawyers’ images might also be
rated directly by humans rather than using a rater database to predict the traits.
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Appendix 1
List of variables employed in the baseline model (Katz et al.):

